
GETTING STARTED 

What is the Unity 
Macroverse and how 
you can be an active 
participant in building it 
together with others! 

 



Features this month 

• Recommended Reading Order                 5 

• How to submit your story 

• Subscription 

 

We will also include selected 
stories from our contributors 
and showcase their content in 
“Chronicles”. 

 

We hope to receive feedback 
from you our readers through 
info@unitymacroverse.com 

And selected feedback will be 
featured in next month’s 
‘Letter’s to the Editor” 

 

Welcome again UNITEERS!! 

 

- The UNITY Editorial Board 

Welcome to the very first 
issue of “Chronicles” – bringing 
you monthly snippets from the 
Unity Macroverse! 

The introduction of “Chronicles” 
is a milestone in our journey of 
story telling within the UNITY 
Macroverse canvas.  It has 
been an awesome year at 
UNITY, beginning with the 
introduction of our Marooned 
Saga.  The Saga also helped to 
kickstart the expansion into 
other titles within the canvas 
itself.  Other story titles that 
branched out from the 
Marooned Saga were 
“Journey’s End”, “Fog of War”, 
“Retribution”, “Drifters” and 
“Awakenings” 

The explosion of titles 
emanating from ‘Marooned’ was 
planned as it was done to 
present to readers the depth in 
the story universe and the 
flexibility in adding additional 
stories within the canvas. 

This “thematic” magazine-style 
publication was created to 
provide readers with an 
overview of what’s going on in 
the Unity Macroverse, 
especially for newcomers 
who’re trying to make sense of 
“what the heck is all this 
nonsense about ah? Comic ah? 
Got toys also ah?”. Yes, and 

yes… and so much more, 
actually. At the heart of 
everything we do here at the 
Unity Macroverse… it’s all 
about storytelling. Comics (or 
“graphic novels” and the like) is 
just one of the many mediums 
of telling these stories. 

Anyway the theme for our first 
issue is “Malaysian Science 
Fiction Stories”, basically trying 
to keep things simple for 
starters. Subsequent themes 
can range from “children” to 
“mysteries”, as the large story 
canvas of the Unity Macroverse 
covers most categories of 
stories. 

We plan to make the publishing 
of ‘Chronicles’ a monthly affair, 
of course as with most things 
dependent on Community 
participation, the monthly 
publishing target will be 
something that we hope to meet 
on a regular basis. 

As a start, we will be giving 
away the first two publications 
free through our community and 
other online download points. 

 

This issue will include features 
describing the background and 
components of our canvas.  
How the stories intersect with 
each other and where we could 
potentially go. 
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In a nutshell, UNITY is a 
large story canvas 
created with the intention 
of growth through 
contributions from the 
Community. 

The main story of the 
UNITY Macroverse 
occurs in the 23rd 
Century of an alternate 
history universe dating 
back to the early part of 
the 13th Century. 

The basic premise of the 
our canvas puts 
Malaysia in the centre of 
global civilisation due to 
the change. The 

dominant global cultural 
philosophy is Asian in 
nature. This is reflected 
through the importance 
of Community needs as 
opposed to individualistic 
traits of the Western 
capitalistic philosophy. 

Due to the emphasis on 
community and the 
dominant part the East 
plays, much of the common 
Global groupings are vastly 
different than what we have 
in our ’real’ universe.  

in the current UNITY 
Macroverse has made 
settlement beyond the 
Jovian System very 
difficult to achieve. There 
are however many 
research initiatives being 
undertaken to look into 
the feasibility of FTL 
travel. 

Artificial Intelligence and 
Drone technology are 
the most widely utilized 
technology of the UNE 

The UNITY Macroverse 
is a civilization that has 
yet to achieve ‘Faster-
than-light” (FTL) travel, 
There are however 
numerous research 
conducted system-wide 
by both the UNE and 
MAC as well as other 
independent Research 
organizations. 

The current speed and 
reach limitation of the 
ships designed and used 

and MAC.  The utilization 
of Massive Data is also 
at the leading edge of 
most of the technology 
development initiatives 
within the UNITY 
Macroverse. 

Understanding the 
Human body has taken 
numerous advances 
notably in the region of 
the Neural science and 
also the potential of life 
enhancement tech. 

What is the UNITY Macroverse? 

 

Who are the main players? 

between Capitalism and 
Social Communalism is 
now being played out on 
a System-wide area 
within the UNITY 
Macroverse. 

There are however, 
many other independent 
homesteads across the 
System with a majority 
within the Asteroid Belt. 
The largest of these is 
the Levant Homestead. 
They are the 
descendants from 
Palestine and the Levant 

that left Earth to seek a new 
beginning away from 
persecution. Their stories 
are told in ‘HOME’ 

The main participants of 
our UNITY Macroverse 
in the 23rd Century is the 
United Nations of Earth 
(UNE) and its 
Commonwealth. The 
largest of the 
Commonwealth 
members is the Mars 
Administrative 
Corporation (MAC). 
The MAC are the 
descendant's of the 
Capitalistic West that left 
Earth during the great 
‘Exodus” centuries ago. 
The global antagonism 

“Capitalism 

has been 

rendered 

rogue” 
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The introduction into the 
UNITY Macroverse 
canvas begins with our 
Graphic Novel 
Collection. True to our 
founding principles in 
ensuring stories 
presented and published 
originates from our own 
community members. 
The first Graphic Novel 
title begins with 
“Marooned” presented 
in a 3-part saga 
complete with a 3d 
model of the UNE 
Shuttle, Mekong. The 

story then unfolds into 5 
separate titles of stories 
that occur after the 
“Marooned” incident and 
happens simultaneously. 

These are Journey’s 
End, Fog of War, 
Retribution, Drifters 
and Awakenings.  
These stories are all 
interconnected and form 
the main backbone of 
the UNITY Macroverse 
Canvas. 

 

tabletop wargame into 
our fold. We 
continued 
adding stories 
within the games 
through 
scenarios. The 
creation of new 
game pieces 
and scenarios 
with additional 
rules, grows and 
expands the 
game further! 

We thought that the 
contribution would only 
be the creation and 
submission of stories, 
i.e. written and illustrated 
works, but along came 
another group within the 
community that creates 
tabletop games. All 
derived from the canvas 
with the corresponding 
characters and vehicles. 

We welcomed “Fleet 
Action”, a miniature 

Evolution of the Story 

...and more contributions 

The Community  

Contributes 
the wordcount increase, 
they will eventually be 
compiled into a larger 
‘Short Story’ format. At 
the time of publishing, 
we have a total of 29 
Microstory Titles and in 
excess of 100 Microstory 
booklets. 

The Ministories have 
also increased to 9 titles, 
while our Shorts Stories 
have grown to 8 titles. 

The Story began to grow 
exponentially as UNITY 
began to invite its 
Community members to 
submit their stories. 
These stories were 
presented in a small and 
easy to read size of 500 
word ‘Microstory’. These 
stories then continued at 
500 word sizes. 

Once the stories reached 
about four Micros, they 
then ‘graduated’ to a 
larger-sized ‘Ministory’. 
As stories progress and 
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“My dear 

Captain, kindly 

avail yourself 

into broadside 

bombardment 

position”  

- Admiral Hart, 

MAC Fleet 

Command 



As the 
UNITY story unfolds with 
individual stories coming 
from the Community at 
almost breakneck speed, 
we have compiled a 
“recommended reading 
order” to provide readers 
with an 
optimal 
reading 
guide! 

Payments? Receive and 
enjoy your stories first!  
Be a part of the UNITY 
UNITEERS and earn 
points on your activity for 
the community through 
story contributions and 
earn while you do that. 

 
Come and subscribe and 
be a part of a growing 
community!! 
 

Contact us via whatsapp 
at : +60 12-570 5041 

Of course you can! So, 
you want to receive the 
UNITY Stories direct to 
your home* every 
month?  The entire 
growing collection to 
your home in one easy 
step: 
Send to us the following, 
and within a week we will 
send you your first story: 
 

1. Name 
2. Address 
3. Mobile Phone 
4. Email 

*Only open to Malaysian 
addresses. 

Features This Month — Recommended Reading Order 

 

How to submit your story 

Once we have a draft, 
we will send it to you for 
approval. If that’s done, 
we publish and start 
selling!! Simple! And for 
every Microstory sold, 
you will earn. 

Once you’ve understood 
how it’s done, your 
subsequent microstories 
(and eventually 
ministories and beyond!) 
can then be created 
independently. 

Welcome, author!! 

Simple. We want 
everybody to be able to 
write. That’s right. All we 
want from you are three 
things :  
1. Story type — crime, 
adventure, romance..etc 
2.Characters.. 
 
that's all, leave the 
premise and context to 
us. Then send us in 
bullet points (that’s right, 
bullet points) probably 
about a maximum A4 
length or even less, then 
we will do the rest. 
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“Guys, we have 

a mystery on 

our hands!!!”  

 

- Zulkifli ‘Jo’ 

Hassan—Geng 

Leader, Rem-

bau 



 

“The Disaster” 
and if we are lucky, no 
one dies. 

But that doesn’t mean 
I’m sloppy. I get the crew 
to confirm the equipment 
is in perfect order. Make 
sure the calculations are 
precise. I check the 
radar for floating debris, 
and I make sure that 
every member of my 
mining crew is alert. And 
yet, even with all those 
precautions, the worst 
happens. 

Take last week for 
instance. Bad luck after 
bad luck struck. If there 
is a God, I wonder if we 
offended Him. 

  

Problem one, the drill on 
the lower section of the 
mine breaks without 
warning. Why? Micro 
fractures on the drill 
itself. My crew insists 
that it was in perfect 
condition before they 

Disasters happen 
whether you like it or not. 
Sometimes it’s a human 
error, sometimes it’s a 
bad coincidence. 
Whatever the case, it all 
boils down to one single 
thing. What’s it going 
cost. 

  

I look around and I see 
accidents waiting to 
happen. No matter what 
I do, someday, 
something will go wrong 
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by Erik Fong 

Community Member 

mining drill back toward 
the lower levels to 
continue with the work, a 
cave in happened. 
Luckily it missed the drill. 
Unsurprisingly the 
miners thought they 
were cursed and some 
of them began to wonder 
if this was the cause of 
black magic. All 
superstition, there is no 
black magic. The good 
news was, the drill was 
working. The bad news, 
it was going to take more 
fuel to go through the 

headed down there. 

Coming back up for a 
new drill should have 
taken no more than an 
hour. But some damn 
clerk claimed that the 
authorization chip for the 
new drill had been 
misplaced and thus the 
miners could not start it. 
It took the engineering 
team four hours to 
bypass the security 
systems and start it up. 
Four hours wasted. 

As the crew drove the 

debris. But what other 
choice was there? We 
either lose fuel, or more 
time. And we were 
already four hours 
behind. 

 



“Malaya” 
simpler period where the 
UNE Fleet roamed freely 
in open space.  Malaya 
was one of the few 
capital ships that the 
UNE Fleet employed to 
monitor and safeguard 
the traffic lanes during 
the homestead period. 

 

The mere mention of 
Malaya in the shipping 
lanes made for a safer 
and often congested 
convoy of homesteader, 
all eager to travel under 

the protection of the 
Battlecruiser.  Her 
service was exemplary 
and the many crew and 
officers that served with 
her went on to command 
and serve under bigger 
and more modern 
vessels, but they brought 
with them the ‘Malayan-
way’ to the other ships of 
the line. 

 

As the complex political 
situation progressed in 
the system, fleet 

The UNES Malaya, the 
grand lady from the 
Andaman Class 
Battlecruiser, a veteran 
from the inner planet 
conflict was much 
admired and reviled at 
the same time.  It had 
been a very strong 
deterrent to antagonists 
during that era as well as 
capable enough to 
participate in fleet 
actions against 
independent and often 
violent ‘Homestead 
fleets.  This was a much 
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by Jason Ng 

Community Member 

Not surprisingly the 
Grand Lady became 
obsolete during this 
period.  Many new ships 
with up gunned 
armaments, better 
armour and a more 
powerful powerplant 
were built.  She felt her 
age.  It was during this 
time that there were calls 
for her to be scrapped, 
turned into a floating 
museum ship and many 
other proposed plans.  
Fleet had other ideas, 
whilst recognising the 

requirements changed.  
Several independent 
fleets were making 
themselves known, 
notably from Mars, even 
though still part of the 
UNE they had pushed 
for recognition as an 
autonomous region and 
offered the UNE to 
monitor the shipping 
lanes from the asteroid 
belt and beyond.  This 
was not acceptable to 
the UNE and thus an 
arms race ensued. 

contribution of Malaya 
during the formative 
years, they decided that 
the best way to honour 
and continue her 
contributions to Fleet, 
she was eventually 
designated as a training 
ship. 

 



“REGENERATE” 
to the perimeter of the 
‘Belt’.  This is the loca-
tion where there were 
less security present and 
is the site of many unfor-
tunate incidents involving 
homesteaders with obso-
lete freighters making 
their way.  There are 
roving gangs of bandits 
that prey on these home-
steaders as they make 
their way through to their 
final destination. 

Our story begins with a 
secluded colony that was 

set-up recently and is 
undergoing tremendous 
challenges as supplies 
are short and increasing 
casualties due to mount-
ing raids by these un-
scrupulous Bandit 
gangs.  The administra-
tor had issued a distress 
notification through Jar-
ing, however, due to its 
location it may not be 
sufficient to reach the 
intended recipient. 

 

 

Juno waypoint within the 
asteroid belt had always 
been the location where 
homesteaders searching 
for suitable stable gravi-
tational sites for setting 
up colonies would use as 
their main navigational 
points.  Unfortunately for 
some, it is also a beacon 
for unscrupulous oppor-
tunists looking for easy 
prey. 

These colony trails head-
ing to the ‘Belt’ were well 
escorted and secure, up 
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by Dave Liew 

Community Member 

the distress call as it was 
plying the route due to 
numerous distress medi-
cal emergencies from 
Homesteaders making 
their way to through the 
belt. 

 

The earlier colony had 
several medical emer-
gencies including the 
need for a 3d printed 
heart for a child that re-
quired immediate sur-
gery and with other 
wounded colonists from 

Enter the The Andama, 
the largest Medical 
Evacuation Carrier of the 
Independent Swiss Med-
ical Corp.  Excellent 
medical facilities and is 
full to the brim with medi-
cal supplies.  The Carri-
ers are normally escort-
ed by protection ships 
generally destroyer-class 
vessels of the earlier 
UNE variants that have 
been decommissioned.  
In this instance, The 
Andama was fortunately 
enough to have received 

that homestead.  The 
Medvac smaller jump 
vessels had been des-
patched to provide the 
assistance, as with 
shorter distances the 
Medvac Jumpers had 
drone escorts to the des-
tination. 



Being Community-Driven, the Unity 
Macroverse has tailored its advertising 
offerings to being very friendly and 
affordable to microbusinesses and even 
freelancers!  
 
We have a wide selection of publications to 
choose from—micro stories, mini stories, 
short stories, graphic novels, novelizations 
(soon!), tabletop wargames, and various 
other mediums! From as low as only RM25! 
 
Get in touch with us, and we’ll help you 
reach out to the growing community! 

IN THE NEXT ISSUE ... 
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KIDS! KIDS! KIDS! 
Encourage your kids to start writing! 
We have stories written by children, 
for children… all fitting into the 
Macroverse! 

 
Women In The Macroverse 
Did you know that many leading 
characters in the Macroverse are 
women? Find out more about them! 
 

 
MORE STORY SNIPPETS! 
Other stories written by community 
participants will be featured. A murder 
mystery? A love story? We have them!  

www.unitymacroverse.com /// info@unitymacroverse.com /// WhatsApp 012-570 5041 


